Dense subgraph discovery is an important primitive in graph mining, which has a wide variety of applications in diverse domains. In the densest subgraph problem, given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with an edge-weight vector w = (we)e∈E, we aim to find S ⊆ V that maximizes the density, i.e., w(S)/|S|, where w(S) is the sum of the weights of the edges in the subgraph induced by S. Although the densest subgraph problem is one of the most well-studied optimization problems for dense subgraph discovery, there is an implicit strong assumption; it is assumed that the weights of all the edges are known exactly as input. In real-world applications, there are often cases where we have only uncertain information of the edge weights. In this study, we provide a framework for dense subgraph discovery under the uncertainty of edge weights. Specifically, we address such an uncertainty issue using the theory of robust optimization. First, we formulate our fundamental problem, the robust densest subgraph problem, and present a simple algorithm. We then formulate the robust densest subgraph problem with sampling oracle that models dense subgraph discovery using an edgeweight sampling oracle, and present an algorithm with a strong theoretical performance guarantee. Computational experiments using both synthetic graphs and popular real-world graphs demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dense subgraph discovery is an important primitive in graph mining, which has a wide variety of applications in diverse domains. A typical application is the identification of components that have certain special roles or possess important functions in underlying systems represented by graphs. For example, consider the protein-protein interaction graphs, where vertices represent the proteins within a cell and edges (resp. edge weights) represent the interactions (resp. strength of interactions) among the proteins. The dense components in this graph are likely to be the sets of proteins that exhibit identical or similar functions within the cell [4] .
Other application examples include detecting communities or link spam farms in the Web [12] , [17] , identifying regulatory motifs in DNA [15] , expert team formation [9] , [29] , and realtime story identification in micro-blogging streams [2] .
The densest subgraph problem is one of the most wellstudied optimization problems for dense subgraph discovery. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with an edgeweight vector w = (w e ) e∈E . We denote by G[S] the subgraph induced by S ⊆ V , i.e., G[S] = (S, E(S)), where E(S) = {{u, v} ∈ E | u, v ∈ S}. For an edge-weight vector w = (w e ) e∈E , the density of S ⊆ V is defined as f w (S) = w(S)/|S|, where w(S) is the sum of the weights of the edges in G[S], i.e., w(S) = e∈E(S) w e . In the (weighted) densest subgraph problem, given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with an edge-weight vector w = (w e ) e∈E , we aim to find S ⊆ V that maximizes the density f w (S) = w(S)/|S|. An optimal solution is called a densest subgraph.
The densest subgraph problem has recently attracted significant interest because it can be solved exactly in polynomial time and with adequate approximation in almost linear time.
There are exact algorithms such as Goldberg's flow-based algorithm [18] and Charikar's LP-based algorithm [10] . Moreover, Charikar [10] demonstrated that the greedy peeling algorithm designed by Asahiro et al. [3] is a 1/2-approximation algorithm for the problem. This can be implemented to run in O(m + n log n) time for weighted graphs and O(m + n) time for unweighted graphs, where n = |V | and m = |E|.
However, in the densest subgraph problem, there is an implicit strong assumption; it is assumed that the weights of all the edges are known exactly as input. In numerous realworld applications, there are often cases where we have only uncertain information of the edge weights. For example, consider the protein-protein interaction graphs. In the generation process of such graphs, the edge weights representing the strength of the interactions among the proteins are commonly obtained through biological experiments using measuring instruments with some noises. In such a scenario, we have only the estimated values for true edge weights. Therefore, it is challenging to provide a framework for dense subgraph discovery under the uncertainty of edge weights.
A. Our Contribution
In this study, we provide a framework for dense subgraph discovery under the uncertainty of edge weights. Specifically, we address such an uncertainty issue using the theory of robust optimization.
To model the uncertainty of edge weights in real-world applications, we assume that we have only an edge-weight space W = × e∈E [l e , r e ] ⊆ × e∈E [0, ∞) (rather than an edgeweight vector w = (w e ) e∈E ) that contains the unknown true edge-weight vector w true = (w true e ) e∈E . The edge-weight space can be considered as a product of the confidence intervals of the true edge weights, each of which (i.e., [l e , r e ] for e ∈ E) can be obtained in practice from theoretically guaranteed lower and upper bounds on the true edge weight or repeated sampling of an estimated value of the true edge weight.
The key question is as follows: In this uncertain situation, how can we evaluate the quality of S ⊆ V ? Note here that as we know nothing about w true apart from the fact that w true ∈ W , we cannot directly use the value of f w true (S) for evaluating S. To answer the question, we use a wellknown concept in the theory of robust optimization. In the robust optimization paradigm, the quality of a solution for a robust optimization problem is generally evaluated using a measure called the robust ratio. In our scenario, the robust ratio of S ⊆ V under edge-weight space W is defined as the multiplicative gap between the density of S (i.e., f w (S)) and the density of S * w (i.e., f w (S * w )) under the worst-case edge-weight vector w ∈ W , where S * w is an optimal solution to the densest subgraph problem on G with w . Intuitively, S ⊆ V with a large robust ratio has a density close to the optimal value even on G with the edge-weight vector selected adversarially from W . Using the robust ratio, we formulate the robust densest subgraph problem as follows: Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with an edge-weight space W = × e∈E [l e , r e ], we aim to find S ⊆ V that maximizes the robust ratio under W .
For the robust densest subgraph problem, we first provide a strong negative result; specifically, we show that there exist some instances G = (V, E) with W = × e∈E [l e , r e ] for which any (deterministic) algorithm returns S ⊆ V that has a robust ratio of O(1/n). Then, in contrast to this negative result, we present a simple algorithm that utilizes an exact algorithm for the (original) densest subgraph problem. We demonstrate that for any instance that satisfies min e∈E l e > 0, our algorithm returns S ⊆ V that has a robust ratio of at least
Moreover, we prove that the lower bound on the robust ratio achieved by our proposed algorithm is the best possible except for the constant factor.
The lower bound on the robust ratio achieved by our algorithm (i.e., 1 mine∈E re le ) is still small, although it is the best possible except for the constant factor. This negative result was caused by the fact that in the robust densest subgraph problem, we were excessively conservative in evaluating the quality of S ⊆ V , that is, we aimed to find S ⊆ V that has a relatively large density compared to the optimal value on G with any edge-weight vector w ∈ W . In some real-world applications, each confidence interval (i.e., [l e , r e ] for e ∈ E) may be obtained from repeated sampling of an estimated value of the true edge weight; therefore, we conjecture that we can obtain a significantly better lower bound on the robust ratio by using such samplings more sophisticatedly.
To this end, we formulate the robust densest subgraph problem with sampling oracle as follows: We are given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with an edge-weight space W = × e∈E [l e , r e ], wherein the unknown true edge-weight vector w true = (w true e ) e∈E exists. In addition, we have access to an edge-weight sampling oracle that accepts an edge e ∈ E as input and returns a real value as output, in time θ, that was drawn independently from a distribution on [l e , r e ] in which the expected value is equal to the true edge weight w true e . Given γ ∈ (0, 1), we aim to find W out ⊆ W that satisfies w true ∈ W out with a probability of at least 1−γ and S out ⊆ V that maximizes the robust ratio under W out . An important fact is that if we obtain S out with an objective function value of α, the subset S out is an α-approximate solution for the densest subgraph problem on G with w true , with a probability of at least 1 − γ.
For the robust densest subgraph problem with sampling oracle, we present an algorithm with a strong theoretical performance guarantee. Specifically, for any γ ∈ (0, 1) and > 0, our algorithm obtains W out ⊆ W that satisfies w true ∈ W out with a probability of at least 1 − γ and S out ⊆ V that has a robust ratio of at least 1 − under the edge-weight space W out , in time pseudo-polynomial in the size of G and W , θ, and 1/ . Therefore, we observe that our algorithm obtains a (1− )-approximate solution for the densest subgraph problem on G with w true , with a probability of at least 1 − γ.
Finally, we conduct computational experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms in terms of both the quality of solutions and computation time. We compare our proposed algorithms with a certain baseline algorithm using both synthetic graphs and popular real-world graphs. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms.
Owing to space limitations, the proofs of our theorems are omitted, which can be found in the extended version [26] .
B. Related Work
Robust optimization, which has been actively studied in the field of operations research, is an effective methodology for optimization problems under uncertainty [7] . Recently, the theory of robust optimization has been widely applied to data mining tasks, particularly to graph mining tasks. For example, Chen et al. [11] and He and Kempe [19] studied robust influence maximization, which is a robust variation of the popular graph mining task called influence maximization. Their focus was on the influence maximization counterpart of our work; they aimed to find a subset of vertices that exhibits a large robust ratio in terms of the influence. In particular, Chen et al. [11] developed an algorithm with a theoretical performance guarantee using a certain sampling oracle.
Apart from the uncertainty of edge weights, a large body of work has been devoted to graph mining tasks with the uncertainty of the existence of edges. In this scenario, it is generally assumed that we are given an uncertain graph, i.e., a graph
. For a number of fundamental optimization problems on graphs, their counterparts on uncertain graphs have been introduced [21] . In particular, Zou [30] studied the densest subgraph problem on uncertain graphs. In this problem, given an uncertain graph G = (V, E) with a function p : E → [0, 1], we are asked to find S ⊆ V that maximizes the expected value of the density. Zou [30] demonstrated that this problem can be reduced to the (original weighted) densest subgraph problem and developed a polynomial-time exact algorithm using the reduction. It should be noted that the problems we formulate in the present study cannot be addressed using uncertain graphs. In fact, uncertain graphs do not consider the uncertainty of edge weights; they only model the uncertainty of the existence of edges.
In addition to the variant on uncertain graphs, the densest subgraph problem has numerous noteworthy problem variations. Examples include the size-constraint variants [1] , [14] and the variants generalizing the term w(S) in the density [25] , [28] and the term |S| in the density [22] . Furthermore, a large body of work has been devoted to the streaming or dynamic settings of the densest subgraph problem [5] , [8] , [13] , [20] , [27] . Some literatures have considered the densest subgraph problem on hypergraphs [20] , [24] or on multilayer networks [16] .
II. ROBUST DENSEST SUBGRAPH PROBLEM
In this section, we formulate the robust densest subgraph problem and present a simple algorithm.
A. Problem Definition
Intuitively, S ⊆ V with a large robust ratio has a density close to the optimal value even on G with the edgeweight vector selected adversarially from W . Using the robust ratio, we formulate the robust densest subgraph problem as follows:
Problem 1 (Robust densest subgraph problem). Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with an edge-weight space W = × e∈E [l e , r e ] ⊆ × e∈E [0, ∞), we are asked to find S ⊆ V that maximizes the robust ratio under edge-weight space W .
Unfortunately, we have the following strong negative result for the robust densest subgraph problem. Theorem 1. There exists an instance of the robust densest subgraph problem (Problem 1) for which any (deterministic) algorithm returns S ⊆ V that has a robust ratio of O(1/n).
B. Algorithm and Analysis
In contrast to the above negative result, we now present a simple algorithm for the robust densest subgraph problem, which utilizes an exact algorithm for the (original) densest subgraph problem. Let w − = (l e ) e∈E and w + = (r e ) e∈E . Our algorithm computes S * w − ⊆ V , i.e., a densest subgraph on G with w − = (l e ) e∈E , and returns it. For reference, the procedure is described in Algorithm 1.
The following theorem provides the theoretical performance guarantee of Algorithm 1. This lower bound on the robust ratio is significantly better than the upper bound presented in Theorem 1. The upper bound in Theorem 1 becomes zero as n increases, whereas 1 maxe∈E re le does not. However, it should be noted that Theorem 2 does not contradict Theorem 1 because Theorem 2 supposes that min e∈E l e > 0 holds.
The following theorem indicates that the lower bound on the robust ratio achieved by Algorithm 1 is the best possible except for the constant factor. 
III. ROBUST DENSEST SUBGRAPH PROBLEM WITH SAMPLING ORACLE
In this section, we formulate the robust densest subgraph problem with sampling oracle and present an algorithm with a strong theoretical performance guarantee.
A. Problem Definition
We formulate the robust densest subgraph problem with sampling oracle as follows:
Problem 2 (Robust densest subgraph problem with sampling oracle). We are given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with an edge-weight space W = × e∈E [l e , r e ] ⊆ × e∈E [0, ∞), wherein the unknown true edge-weight vector w true = (w true e ) e∈E exists. In addition, we have access to an edge-weight sampling oracle that accepts an edge e ∈ E as input and returns a real value as output, in time θ, that was drawn independently from a distribution on [l e , r e ] in which the expected value is equal to the true edge weight w true e . Given γ ∈ (0, 1), we are asked to find
Let (W out , S out ) be an output of Problem 2. Since w true ∈ W out holds with a probability of at least 1 − γ, the following inequality
≥ min w∈Wout f w (S out ) f w (S * w ) also holds with a probability of at least 1−γ. Therefore, if S out has an objective function value of α, we observe that S out is an α-approximate solution for the densest subgraph problem on G with w true , with a probability of at least 1 − γ.
Algorithm 2: Algorithm with a sampling oracle
Input : G = (V, E) with W = × e∈E [l e , r e ] (satisfying max e∈E l e > 0), a sampling oracle, γ ∈ (0, 1), and > 0 Output:
if l e = r e then l out e ← l e , r out e ← r e ; else
Call the sampling oracle for e for t e times and observe w 1 e , . . . , w te e ;
; l out e ← max{l e ,p e − δ}, r out e ← min{r e ,p e + δ};
B. Algorithm and Analysis
Here, we present an algorithm for Problem 2, with a strong theoretical performance guarantee. Our algorithm first obtains S * w − , i.e., a densest subgraph on G with w − = (l e ) e∈E , to compute the value of f w − (S * w − ). Then, for each e ∈ E, the algorithm iteratively obtains estimated values for the true edge weight of e using a sampling oracle for an appropriate number of times, say t e , which will be defined later. Note that t e is determined using the value of f w − (S * w − ). Using the estimated values, the algorithm constructs W out = × e∈E [l out e , r out e ] ⊆ W and computes a densest subgraph S out on G with w − out = (l out e ) e∈E . The complete procedure is described in Algorithm 2. Note that our algorithm assumes max e∈E l e > 0.
The following theorem provides the theoretical performance guarantee of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 4. Let G = (V, E) with W = × e∈E [l e , r e ], a sampling oracle, and γ ∈ (0, 1) be an instance of Problem 2. Suppose that max e∈E l e > 0 holds. Then, for any > 0, Algorithm 2 returns
in time pseudo-polynomial in the size of G and W , θ, and 1/ .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The purpose of our experiments is to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms (i.e., Algorithms 1 and 2) in terms of both the quality of solutions and computation time. To this end, we compare our algorithms with a certain baseline algorithm using both synthetic graphs and popular real-world graphs. The baseline algorithm, denoted by Random, first selects w rand from W uniformly at random; then, it returns a densest subgraph on G with edge weight w rand .
All the algorithms we compare need to compute a densest subgraph on G with some edge weight w. To this end, we employed Charikar's LP-based algorithm [10] in conjunction with Balalau et al.'s preprocessing [6] . To solve the LP relaxations, we used a state-of-the-art mathematical programming solver, Gurobi Optimizer 7.5.1, with default parameter settings except for Method = 1; it stipulates that the LP relaxations are solved using a dual simplex algorithm.
The experiments were conducted on a Linux machine with Intel Xeon Processor E5-2690 v4 2.6 GHz CPU and 256 GB RAM. The code was written in Python, which is publicly available. 1
A. Synthetic Graphs
Here, we report the results of the computational experiments with synthetic graphs. To generate synthetic graphs appropriate for our experimental evaluation, we introduce a random graph model, which we refer to as the planted uncertain dense subgraph model.
In this model, we first generate an Erdős-Rényi random graph G = (V, E) with n vertices and edge probability p. Then, we focus on a subset of vertices S ⊆ V consisting of n (≤ n) vertices as a planted dense region. On this graph G = (V, E), we make an edge-weight space W = × e∈E [l e , r e ] as follows: Let α ∈ [0.0, 0.9] be a real parameter. For each e ∈ E, we set [l e , r e ] = [rand(0.1 + α, 1.0), 1.0] if e ∈ E(S ), and [l e , r e ] = [0.1, rand(0.1,
where rand(·, ·) is a value selected uniformly at random from the closed interval between the two values within the parenthesis. Note that the larger the parameter α, the more significant the difference between [l e , r e ] for e ∈ E(S ) and [l e , r e ] for e ∈ E \ E(S ). Furthermore, we define a true edgeweight vector w true = (w true e ) e∈E as follows: For each e ∈ E, we set w true e = rand(max{l e , 0.9}, 1.0) if e ∈ E(S ), and w true e = rand(0.1, min{r e , 0.2}) if e ∈ E \ E(S ). More or less, w true e tends to exhibit a relatively large value for e ∈ E(S ) and a relatively small value for e ∈ E \ E(S ). Note that w true ∈ W holds. Algorithm 2 requires a sampling oracle, which we simulate as follows: For each e ∈ E, the sampling oracle returns rand(w true e −min e , w true e +min e ), where min e = min{w true e − l e , r e − w true e }. It should be noted that for every e ∈ E, the expected value is equal to the true edge weight w true e , as required.
Throughout our experiments, we set n = 500 and p = 0.01. In these parameter settings, we construct four types of instances with n = 50, 100, 150, and 200; in each of these, the parameter α varies from 0.0 to 0.9 with increments of 0.1.
The results are shown in Figure 1 . The quality of output S ⊆ V is evaluated by the robust ratio at w true , i.e., f w true (S)/f w true (S * w true ). With regard to the parameters in Algorithm 2, we set (γ, ) = (0.1, 0.5). Because Random and Algorithm 2 contain randomness, we performed them 10 times for each graph realization and considered the average value of the robust ratio at w true as the result for the graph.
As is evident, our proposed algorithms, Algorithms 1 and 2, outperform the baseline algorithm Random. In particular, owing to the power of the use of a sampling oracle, Algorithm 2 obtains S ⊆ V with a significantly high robust ratio; the robust ratio almost always attains its upper bound (i.e., 1.0), which implies that the output of Algorithm 2 is (almost always) a densest subgraph on G with w true . Note that such a high performance of Algorithm 2 is not a trivial outcome because we set (γ, ) = (0.1, 0.5). Algorithm 1 outperforms Random, particularly under relatively challenging instances with small α, although it exhibits inferior performance for relatively easy instances with large α. Both Algorithm 1 and Random have higher performances for instances with larger n ; this appears to be a result of the fact that a planted dense region becomes significant as n increases.
B. Real-World Graphs
Here, we report the results of the computational experiments with real-world graphs. The left section of Table I lists realworld graphs on which our experiments were conducted; most of these are available in Leskovec and Krevl [23] . Note that all the graphs here were made simple and undirected (if necessary) by omitting the directions of the edges and by removing self-loops and redundant multiple edges. Furthermore, if a graph is not connected, we take only the largest connected component in the graph. To effectively evaluate the robustness of the algorithms, we introduce a random model for constructing an edge-weight space and a true edge-weight vector on a (real-world) graph; we call this model the knockout densest subgraph model. First, we explain the intuition behind the model. Let G = (V, E) be a given graph and S * ⊆ V be a densest subgraph on G (with unweighted edges). Suppose here that we put a very small true edge weight t e for each e ∈ E(S * ), whereas we put a relatively large true edge weight t e for each e ∈ E \ E(S * ). Suppose also that the edge-weight space only marginally reflects the values of the true edge weights. In such a situation, from the structure (i.e., the existence/non-existence of edges) of the graph, any algorithm that does not consider the edge-weight space or sampling oracle with adequate caution tends to detect S * despite the fact that S * is no longer likely to be a densest subgraph on G with w true .
The knockout densest subgraph model is a random model that simulates the above situation. Specifically, we make an edge-weight space W = × e∈E [l e , r e ] as follows: For each e ∈ E, we set [l e , r e ] = [0.1, rand(0.1, 0.9)] if e ∈ E(S * ), and [l e , r e ] = [rand(0.2, 1.0), 1.0] if e ∈ E \ E(S * ). In addition, we define a true edge-weight vector w true = (w true e ) e∈E as follows: For each e ∈ E, we set w true e = rand(0.1, min{r e , 0.11}) if e ∈ E(S * ), and w true e = rand(max{l e , 0.99}, 1.0) if e ∈ E \ E(S * ). Note that w true ∈ W holds. Algorithm 2 requires a sampling oracle, which we simulate in a manner identical to that in the planted uncertain dense subgraph model.
The results are summarized in the right section of Table I . The quality of output S ⊆ V is again evaluated by the robust ratio at w true . To observe the scalability, we list the computation time for the algorithms. With regard to Algorithm 2, we also list the average number of calls of the sampling oracle per edge. With regard to the parameters in Algorithm 2, to apply the algorithm to large graphs, we set (γ, ) = (0.9, 0.9). Moreover, we perform a simple preprocessing algorithm, which was inspired by Balalau et al.'s preprocessing, to reduce the size of a given graph. This preprocessing does not impair the theoretical performance guarantee of our algorithm. Owing to space limitations, we omit the details here. With regard to Random and Algorithm 2, we performed them 10 times on each graph and considered the average value of each of the robust ratio at w true and the computation time as the results for the graph.
As is evident, the trend is consistent with the results of the experiments with synthetic graphs; that is, Algorithms 1 and 2 outperform Random. Algorithm 2 (almost always) obtains a densest subgraph on G with w true ; Algorithm 1 outperforms Random, particularly in relatively challenging instances for which Random only obtains S ⊆ V with a robust ratio of at most 0.95. Algorithm 2 is not significantly worse in terms of the scalability.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have provided a framework for dense subgraph discovery under the uncertainty of edge weights. Specifically, we have addressed such an uncertainty issue using the theory of robust optimization. First, we formulated the robust densest subgraph problem (Problem 1) and presented a simple algorithm (Algorithm 1). We then formulated the robust densest subgraph problem with sampling oracle (Problem 2) and presented an algorithm with a strong theoretical performance guarantee (Algorithm 2). Computational experiments using both synthetic graphs and popular real-world graphs demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms.
